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Editorials: 

THE LEAGUE CONFERENCE 

HE National Executive Committee of the League 

for Labor Palestine has issued a call to all League 
chapters, as well as to a number of prominent men and 
women friendly to our cause, summoning them to a na- 

tional conference which is to meet in New York on 
April 7 and 8. 

The need of such a conference is obvious. The League 
has passed beyond the experimental stage. It has suc- 

cessfully weathered the trials and perils that all young 
organisms are heir to; it has taken firm root and pro- 
mises to develop into a goodly tree beneath whose 
spreading branches many will find shade and shelter, an 
ideal and a purpose. 

But with growth come growing pains, and all kinds 
of problems arise. For struggle, effort, is the law of life. 
Life without endeavor is merely suspended animation. 
It is in the solution of life’s problems, in the triumph 
over difficulties squarely met, that its greatest charm 

lies. 

And so it was inevitable that with the growth of the 
League a number of questions should spring up and 
clamor for an answer. Chief among these are the prob- 

lems of organization and education. 

That the League, given wise and courageous direc- 
tion, has the possibilities of developing into a mass or- 
ganization, is apparent to all who are familiar with the 
present temper of American Jewry. Never before were 
the Jews of America so aroused, so alive to the gravity of 
the Jewish situation throughout the world; never before 

was there such widespread interest in and sympathy 
for the aims and efforts of the Jewish pioneers and 
workers of Palestine, and of their great and model or- 
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ganziation, the Histadruth. How to crystallize and mo- 
bilize this goodwill into a powerful ally of Palestinian 
Jewish labor, is at once an opportunity and a challenge 
which the League cannot, dare not, fail to heed. The 
chief desideratum is for organizers and field workers to 
go up and down the land and carry the message of 
labor Palestine to every Jewish community. 

Closely allied with the problem of organization is that 
of education, especially the education of the American 
born and bred Jewish youth. If the League is to live 
and grow, it must avoid the mistake of so many Jewish 
organizations which neglected the education of the 
young. When these organizations abandoned educational 
work in order to concentrate on high-pressure campaigns 
for funds, when they sacrificed future gains for the sake 
of immediate returns, they undermined the very foun- 
dation of their structures. For a time came when Ameri- 
can Jewry became too jaded and blase to be moved any 

more by campaign cries and catchwords, and too poor 
to contribute; whereupon these organizations virtually 

collapsed, and the hollowness of their position became 
evident to all. 

Let us eschew such blunders, of which it has rightly 
been said that they are worse than crimes. Education 
must be our prime concern morning, noon, and night. 
Let us acquaint the American Jew with the aspirations 
and achievements of the organized Jewish workers of 
Palestine, let us imbue him with the philosophy and 
ideals of labor Palestine, which offer our sorely beset 
people its only hope of survival and salvation, and he 
will come to us as readily, as spontaneously, as a duck 
takes to water. 

Organization and education involve a third problem, 

namely, the problem of financing the League’s activities 

until such time as it shall be able to support itself. 
These are some of the problems which will confront 

the conference. They are hard problems, admittedly, but 
given the will and devotion, they should not prove in- 
soluble. 

And so, on to the conference, all you League workers. 

May the spirt of our chalutzim in Palestine prevail 
among you, and may their example inspire your deliber- 
ations and make them fruitful. 

TWO ILLUSTRIOUS FRIENDS OF LABOR 
PALESTINE 

_ of the most illustrious Jews and greatest men 

of our time have lately given signal proof of their 

profound sympathy with Palestinian Jewish labor. 
Justice Brandeis, of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, has contrbiuted a thousand dollars to the Arlo- 
sorofi Memorial Fund, whose object is to perpetrate 
the ixemory of labor Palestine’s ablest spokesman, the 
late Dr. Chaim Arlosoroff. And Prof. Einstein has gra- 
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ciously accepted the invitation of the National Labor 
Committee for Palestine to be the guest of honor at its 
forthcoming “Third Seder” celebration, the proceeds of 
which will likewise go to the Arlosoroff Memorial Fund. 

Is it an accident that the greatest jurist and the great- 
est scientist of our age, neither of them a proletarian, 

should thus lend the prestige of their mighty names to 
the cause of Palestinian Jewish labor? We do not think 
so. On the contrary, that perspicacity which has enabled 
Justice Brandeis and Prof. Einstein to attain preemin- 
ence in their respective fields of endeavor, also enables 

them to perceive who are the true builders of Zion, the 

most vital factor in the rearing of the Jewish National 
Home. For in the great national enterprise now being 
carried on in Palestine, Labor is the chief partner, in- 

vesting as it does what is far more precious than silver 
and gold: its costructive ability, its readiness to serve, its 
sacrifice of self for the common good, its high-minded 
idealism, its social vision,—all of which qualities were 
epitomized in its fallen leader. 

In helping the cause of labor Palestine, Jusice Brandeis 
and Prof. Einstein have given fresh proof of their great- 
ness of mind and of heart. 

The Situation 
TPYHIS has been a strenuous winter. The perils and tasks 

facing the nascent labor Palestine multiplied: the 
Arab demonstrations and the Government’s restrictions 
on immigration, the problem of economic growth and 

the consolidation of the worker’s positions, the reaction- 
ary assaults within the Zionist camp and the undermin- 
ing of the principle of Jewish labor. Our movement 
knew how to withstand all this, but many and difficult 
are its present and future tasks. 

The demonstrations constituted a moment of danger. 

Clashes in the land are always detrimental to our work. 
Only to-day, after the event, is it permitted to say that 

in these demonstrations there was also something new 

and encouraging and a happy omen of the future: there 
were riots and disturbances, and not a single Jew was 
harmed. In this there was a new strategy on the part of 

the Arabs; but there was also a new psychological 
phenomenon: the Arab masses realize only too well the 

blessing which the Jewish endeavor in the country con- 
fers on them also, and it is hard to incite them to hostile 
action with a slogan aimed directly against the Jews. 
Far easier is it to instigate them against the police. For 
the Arab movement, which has always followed the path 

of least resistance, this is symptomatic of a new develop- 
ment affording hope for the future. 

The restriction of immigration alarmed the Jewish 
community. Not only were we embittered by the slacken- 
ing of our growth in Palestine; there was fear that the 

alarm might cause an interruption of the amazing pros- 
perity of the country. In view of such disquieting symp- 
toms, would not Jews and Jewish capital refrain from 
coming into the land? Would not the economic equilib- 
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ABRAHAM I. SHIPLACOFF 
MRR Ba ee, 

| the death of Abraham I. Shiplacoff, for years chair- 

man of the National Labor Committee for Palestine, 

American Jewish labor has lost one of its noblest leaders, 

and labor Palestine one of its staunchest friends. A man 
of singular gifts, a born leader of men, he might, like 
so many of his immigrant generation, have achieved 
great material success, had he been bent on personal 

aggrandisement. But being wise rather than worldly 
wise, he dedicated his rare ability and fiery eloquence 
to the service of the downtrodden and disinherited, be- 
coming in time one of the leading spokesmen of Ameri- 

can Socialism. Yet at a time when anything smacking of 
Zionism was still viewed with suspicion by the official 
leaders of the Jewish Socialist movement in America, 
he espoused the cause of labor Palestine and continued 
to serve it even during the long period of illness and 
suffering which resulted in his untimely death. 

“Alas for those we lose and cannot forget!” May his 

noble example inspire us to rededicate ourselves to the 

cause he served so faithfully and so long. 

in ‘Palestine 
rium be disturbed and the structure already reared be 
shaken? Happily, these misgivings did not materialize. 

The young economic structure of Palestine rests on solid 
foundations and is able to withstand psychological crises. 
Moreover, the Jews’ need of Palestine is too great, and 

they are ready to go there alike in fair weather and in 
foul. Jewish farming and industry in the country con- 

tinue to develop at an accelerated tempo, and immigra- 
tion is flowing in to the full extent of the legal oppor- 
tunities given it. This test we stood well. 

But shall we also be able to stand the other test? 
The decrease in immigration lessens the number of Jew- 

ish workers who are ready to work on our farms and 
in our factories. This is an opportune moment for every 
one in the Jewish community (and there are such) who 
has long wished to evade the duty of employing “‘expen- 

sive” Jewish labor in Jewish enterprises. We cannot be 
satisfied merely with Jewish manufacturers and planters 

in Palestine: without a Jewish laboring population, there 
will be no social, cultural, and national regeneration of 
the Jewish people. Ours is a struggle for the right of the 

Jewish pioneer and wage earner to work in the Jewish 

enterprises of Palestine permanently, honorably, as a 
free and organized man who paves the way for his peo- 
ple. 

Hence the attempts of the dark forces within the Zion- 
ist movement and in Palestine Jewry to stir up inner 
strife within the Jewish community, to boycott organized 
Jewish labor, to set worker against worker, are extremely 
dangerous. The alliance between the Jewish imitation of 
fascism and the discriminators against Jewish labor who 
preside over the Planters’ Association is essentially anti- 
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Zionist, anti-social, and detrimental to the best interests 

of the Jewish community. It opens the door to anarchy 

in Palestinian Jewry, to the exploitation of cheap Arab 
labor by Jews, and to the degeneration of our new life 

in the Homeland. And those other elements in the 
Zionism camp who tacitly support this alliance, let them 
realize this and beware. 

The struggle to secure the future of Jewish labor as 
the force that is building up Palestine has already begun 
to manifest itself in a typically Palestinian manner, by 
means of action that is constructive and daringly origi- 
nal. The authorities of the Jewish community have been 
urged to send the older school children to perform 
pressing tasks in the agricultural colonies, so as to save 
jobs for the immigrant workers who will arrive to-mor- 
row or the day after. And the office staffs of the Hista- 
druth institutions have been mobilized for work as farm- 
hands during the rush season. There is ground for hope 

that with this pioneering spirit, which is alive and un- 
impaired in our movement in Palestine, the worst diffi- 
culties will be overcome. 

The Jewish wage earners of Palestine are mobilizing 
for intensive work ; they share their meager slice of bread 
with the new immigrant, and they also make room for 
him in their small homes. Hundreds of Jewish children 
from Germany are quartered at the workers’ agricultural 

settlements, where they study and live together with the 
settlers’ own children. In all the workers’ suburbs of 
Tel Aviv and Haifa, the inhabitants offer free lodgings 
to new immigrants during their first period in the land. 
Here is the proper answer to the spirit of exploitation 
which sometimes manifests itself in certain sections of 
the Jewish community. In this spirit a people is being 
educated to build its life by common effort and united 
action. 

The Jewish setltement is expanding. Additional tens 
of thousands of dunams are being planted ; the workers’ 
agricultural colonies are penetrating into new sec- 
tions—in Sharon, in the South, in the Beth-shan re- 

gion, and along the eastern border. The Arlosoroff 
Memorial, which is to take the form of a chain of col- 

lective farm settlements in the Jordan Valley, extending 
from Lake Tiberias to the Yarmuk river, will open a 
new avenue for future colonizing enterprises on the east- 
ern bank of the Jordan. 

Our tasks are enormous, and with them our obliga- 

tions. The way is long, and years of strenuous effort 
will be required for our movement throughout the world 
to further the cause of the Jewish working people in 
Palestine. Their resolute stand this winter calls for in- 
creased forces, wider scope, and a quicker pace. 

A Labor Commonweatth in the Making 
Translated from the German 

By MAXIMILIAN HURWITZ 

Below we print a translation of a most informative and 

interesting brochure which was recently published by the 

Hechalutz Organization of Germany. It traces the progress 

of the Jewish labor movement in Palestine from its ealiest 

beginnings to the present; it tells of the founding of the 

Palestine Jewish Federation of Labor (Histadruth) in 1920, 

and of its phenomenal growth since then, and it describes 

the multifarious and far-flung institutions of the Histadruth 

which have aroused universal admiration. A splendid article, 

which we heartily recommend to all League chapters for use 

in their study circles as well as in their educational work 

Ed. 

eS 

among the general public. 

1. ORIGIN AND SOURCES OF THE ZIONIST 

MOVEMENT IN PALESTINE 

LABOR 

The Beginning 

HEN in the years 1904-1905, after a long pause in Jewish 

immigration, the first considerable groups of young Zionists 

came to Palestine from the diaspora, they found the older Jewish 

settlers in a most deplorable state. The remnant of the Biluim, 

what was left of the colonists who had previously come to the 

land, no longer worked themselves, but employed Arab laborers. 

The hope of the Chovevei Zion (‘“‘Lovers of Zion”), that in Pales- 

tine it would be possible to bring about Jewish self-labor in agri- 

culture, was badly shaken. The attempts to transform the Hebrew 

language into the national speech of Palestinian Jewry, had proved 

abortive. The colonies, owing to the influence of the Arab farm- 

hands and the fellaheen atmosphere, had largely lost their Jewish 

complexion. The :new immigrants were regarded as_ undesirable 

by the Jewish settlement of those days. Only a handful of excep- 

tional individuals, such as the teacher and subsequent labor leader, 

Joseph Vitkin, summoned the Zionist youth, despite the wretched 

situation in Palestine, to settle in the country. 

The Zionist youth circles who had initiated the Second Aliyah, 

effected a fundamental transvaluation in the Zionist movement 

and in the building of Palestine. They proclaimed to the outside 

world and realized inwardly the principle that Zionism cannot be 

achieved except on the basis of Jewish labor; that the urge of 

the Jewish masses to physical labor, the inner connection of the 

Jew with work and nature in Eretz Israel, is the premise and 

starting point of all Zionist activity. 

The Jewish planters and colonists of those days employed almost 

exclusively Arab labor, and the first struggle of the young im- 

migrants at the time concerned the right of Jews to work. The 

watchword was, “Kibbush Ha’avoda!”—Conquest of Work. The 

winning of work in Jewish agriculture and industry for the Jewish 

worker ; the winning of the young Jew for work. A. D. Gordon, 

who at an advanced age came from a Jewish cultural circle in 

Russia to engage in farm work in Palestine, was a living model 

for these men. 

The First Attempts at Organization 

Because of the objective possibilities of the country (the cities 

were wholly undeveloped), as well as because of the inner urge 

of these young Jews, the immigrants of those days gravitated to 

the rural settlements, to farm work. It was also in the villages 

that the first beginnings were made to organize the Zionist labor 

body. Driven by their heroic struggle for work, and by the need 

of caring for the newcomers, the Jewish workers of Judea and 

Galillee began to band together in a farm laborers’ organization 

(Histadruth Haklaith). The beginnings of organization date from 

the year 1910-11. The various districts of the country were then 

still wholly isolated from one another, and accordingly there 

arose three mutually independent trade unions: in Judea, Samaria, 

and Galillee. 
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After the establishment of the Histadruth Haklaith, two parties 

became active among the Jewish workers of Palestine: Hapoel 

Hazair (literally, The Young Worker) and Poale Zion (lit., The 

Workers of Zion). (In 1929 the two parties were united into the 

Miflegeth Poale Eretz Israel-Palestine Labor Party—which has 

the backing of the great majority of Jewish workers.) The Poale 

Zion party already existed in several diaspora lands. Its spiritual 

leader, B. Borochov, pointed out in his writings the impossibility 

of normalizing the economic life of the Jews in the diaspora. He 

looked upon Palestine as the only country in which the Jew could 

again become a worker. The more rooted the Jewish worker be- 

came in the soil and agriculture of Palestine, the more the dif- 

ferences between the two parties tended to disappear, and the 

greater grew the importance of the non-partisan Histadruth 

Haklaith, embracing as it did all workers. 

The years of the Second Aliyah were by no means idyllic and 

free from friction. More than once these men despaired, owing to 

their inner difficulties, of becoming workers and farmers; more 

than once they broke down because of the failure of the Jewish 

farm and plantation owners to understand the tragedy of a uni- 

versally workless people. These doubts and disappointments find 

their purest expressions in the writings of the poet and spiritual 

guide of that generation, J. Ch. Brenner. He never tried to gloss 

over the difficulty of becoming a worker, but he always argued 

that “in spite of everything” the Jew must find his way to physical 

labor in Palestine, because any other course was bound to reduce 

the Jews to a state of degeneration and degradation. 

The Fewish Watch 

The profound Jewish instinct of the men of the Second Aliyah 

which led them to physical labor, to agriculture, to nature, in 

Palestine, aroused in them a feeling of infinite depression when 

they saw the Jewish colonies guarded by Arabian and Circassian 

watchmen. These men, some of whom had already done sentry 

duty with the Jewish self-defense units in time of pogroms, could 

not become reconciled to the thought that Jewish lives and the 

Jewish settlement in the Homeland were watched over by non- 

Jews. Out of disgust with this state of affairs, an organization 

of watchmen, called Hashomer (lit., The Watchman), arose among 

the ranks of labor in close association with the Histadruth 

Haklaith. If the Jew no longer seemed to his Arab neighbors a 

“child of death,’ a coward, but a man of courage and dignity, 

we have to thank the Hashomer for it. 

Independent Labor Farms 

Even before the World War, as a result of the growing number 

of Jewish workers in Palestine, there was manifested a will to 

establish independent labor farms. The workers saw in such settle- 

ments a much closer tie with the soil of the Homeland than in 

working as hired laborers for planters. At the same time farming 

on his own account also meant satisfying a need in the young 

Jew of combining work with responsibility and social justice. The 

first workers’ farms were the “collective” at Sedjera and the well 

known kvutzoth of Degania and Kinnereth in the Jordan Valley. 

(Founded in 1910 and 1911.) Along about the same time the 

first moshav ovdim, Ein Gannim, was founded near Petach Tikvah. 

These beginnings of independent workers’ colonies enriched the 

Histadruth Haklaith spiritually and indicated its future course. 

The bond between labor colonization and national land (National 

Fund) and national capital (after the war, the Keren Hayesod) 

was already crystalized in these beginnings. 

The Workers and the Hebrew Language 

The immigrant workers in pre-war times were a decisive factor 

in the revival of the Hebrew language; they were the first body 

of Jews to employ the Hebrew tongue in the field, the workshop, 

the home, and in public life. The periodical, Hapoel Hazair, was 

one of the vital expressions of the will to Hebrew. 

The Rise of the Basic Ideas of the Histadruth 

Even at that time the Jewish workers of Palestine looked upon 

their organization, not as a body which represented their own 

needs and interests, but as the germ cell of Jewish rebirth. The 

sessions of the Histadruth Haklaith were never taken up wholly 
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with its own concerns. Before and behind everything there loomed 

the concern with immigration, with the realization of Zionism. 

Already in those days emissaries of the Palestinian workers went 

forth to the Jewish youth in the diaspora, and the first representa- 

tives of labor made their appearance at the Zionist Congress. 

Long before a united Jewish labor organization arose in Pales- 

tine—the agricultural workers were organized into three regionally 

divided organizations, while, as for city workers, they were hardly 

conceived of at all—the two basic educational ideas of the Hista- 

druth were already crystalized: the unity of the Jewish labor 

movement and the encompassing of the whole man by the move- 

ment. The will to a single organization embracing all workers 

regardless of party ties and ideologies sprang from the conviction 

that all young Jews who embarked upon a life of labor had the 

same needs, must struggle with the same obstacles, and must 

harbor the same ideal of humanity in their hearts. In the unity 

of the Jewish workers in Palestine lay their strength. This experi- 

ence has since been confirmed a thousand times. 

Already before the war the Zionist workers understood that 

to represent economic interests only, as, for example, most trade 

unions in Europe were doing, was not sufficient for the needs of 

our people, who in Palestine must build a new economy and society 

from the ground up. For the Jewish immigrant worker in Palestine 

it is a question of complete inner transformation ; Jewish labor in 

Palestine is not concerned merely with wages, but with laying 

the economic foundation of the country, with colonization. The 

Jewish labor organization, therefore, must not care only for the 

daily economic needs of the worker ; much more must it embrace 

every phase of his life and make of him the pioneer of Zionist 

realization. 

The Founding of the Histadruth 

The development of a united Jewish labor organization in Pales- 

tine was hampered by the World War. It was only in December, 

1920, that the General Federation of Jewish Labor—Histadruth 

Haovdim Haivrim Haclalith—was founded. At the time of its 

establishment it comprised 4,433 members. Joseph Trumpeldor— 

who fell in the heroic defense of Tel Hai in the same year—ren- 

dered memorable service in the cause of uniting the Jewish workers 

of Palestine. 

The Histadruth, which before the war had been an organization 

of farm workers only, now embraced all other trades as well. 

Alongside the agricultural workers’ union, the Histadruth Hak- 

laith, which continued to be the numerically strongest and spiritu- 

ally leading part of the movement, there grew up at a rapid 

pace the country-wide union of building workers, and the trans- 

port workers’ union, numerically inferior but very important for 

the future of the country. To-day the Histadruth includes all the 

manual and intellectual occupations of the country. 

2. THE HISTADRUTH AND IMMIGRATION 

The Histadruth is an association of Jewish workers living in 

Palestine. Its main concern, however, is with immigration, and 

its gaze is turned to the incoming ships. This attitude arises from 

the spirit of the Zionist workers in Palestine, who look upon them- 

selves as the pioneers of a coming mass immigration, and consider 

a Jewish community secure only when hundreds of thousands of 

Jews have taken root in the land. Special institutions have been 

created by the Histadruth to receive and care for immigrants. 

The Merkaz Aliyah—the Central Immigration Office—looks after 

the reception and distribution of the newcomers in the country. 

The great majority of chalutz immigrants are absorbed by the 

kibbutzim. 
The care for the immigrant does not begin only at the port of 

debarkation. The Histadruth has dispatched a number of its mem- 

bers to all diaspora lands for the purpose of building up a youth 

and chalutz movement. The Histadruth keeps in touch with prac- 

tically every country inhabited by Jews: from Argentina to Da- 

mascus, from Scandinavia to South Africa. In the Haoved organ- 

izations of Eastern Europe, not only are young people trained 

and prepared, as in the Hechalutz, but also older artisans who have 
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already practised some manual trade. The Histadruth is not con- 

cerned only with a particular element of the people ; it desires to 

turn all elements and classes of the Jewish nation into productive 

workers. 
The Merkaz Ha’avoda (Central Labor Office) concerns itself 

with providing employment, especially for newly arrived immi- 

grants. It contracts for work for the Government, the Jewish 

Agency, and other large employers of labor. Often, the Merkaz 

Ha’avoda endeavors to provide credit facilities to enable the carry- 

ing through of certain jobs. 

3. THE “CONQUEST OF WORK” 

As heretofore, the conquest, or rather acquisition, of work re- 

mains one of the most important functions of the Histadruth. The 

Histadruth purposely directs the newcomers, and also the older 

settlers, into the colonies. In these agricultural settlements the 

foundations are being laid for the development of a new Jewish 

economic life. These foundations are impaired by the fact that 

many of the colonists, or landowners, prefer cheap Arab labor,— 

often imported from the neighboring countries,—to the culturally 

mere advanced Jewish worker. The struggle for the extension of 

the base of Jewish labor in Jewish farming is waged primarily 

by the Histadruth Haklaith, the agricultural workers’ union. But 

even in urban industry, which employs thousands of hands, the 

Jewish worker is able to obtain his just share only after many, 

often very arduous struggles. Jewish labor is more secure in the 

cities than in the colonies; but even in the former, especially in 

cities having mixed populations, as for example Haifa, there are 

not a few cases where Jewish entreprenneurs, particularly in the 

building trades, employ non-Jewish labor. 

In order to insure the employment of Jewish labor in the 

colonies, and to avert the consequences of competition between 

the newly arrived and the older workers, the Histadruth has set 

up labor exchanges (lishkoth avoda) everywhere. The Histadruth 

strives to conduct these labor exchanges jointly with the employers 

and thereby transfer to the latter part of the responsibility for 

the extension of the sphere of Jewish labor, and for the just appor- 

tionmnet and remuneration of work. Unfortunately, the employers 

are all too often not ready to do their share. The Histadruth is 

trying to have the national organ of Jewry, the Va’ad Leumi (Na- 

tional Council of Palestinian Jewry), and the Zionist Congress 

take a decided stand in labor questions (minimum wage, hours 

of work, social insurance, etc.) and protect the immigrant from 

exploitation. It is to be regretted that not all strata of the Jewish 

community in Palestine are ready for such subordination of self 

to the national interest. 
In order to secure and expand the field for Jewish labor, the 

Histadruth has established a number of cooperative institutions. 

The most important of these are the agricultural cooperative con- 

tracting association, Yakhin, for the country, and the misradim 

kablaniyim (contracting agencies for building and public works) 

for the cities. Both Yakhin and the contracting agencies are the 

largest enterprises in their respective fields in Palestine. Yakhin 

undertakes the planting and cultivation of large tracts of land; 

the contracting agencies often build whole city districts and kilom- 

eter-long causeways. The significance of these institutions is two- 

fold: 
1. They insure the employment of Jewish labor in their respec- 

tive fields of operation over considerable periods of time. 

2. They raise the worker’s wage level, teach him a trade, and 

accustom him to self-reliant and responsible management of eco- 

nomic enterprises. 

4. THE POSITION OF THE WORKINGWOMAN 

A special task of the Histadruth is care of the workingwoman, 

of the chalutza (woman pioneer). In Palestine, as in every colonial 

land, a woman’s chances of finding employment are much slighter 

than a man’s. Hence the Histadruth is particularly solicitous about 

the vocational training and guidance of women. From this solici- 

tude, and from the desire of the Jewish women to win a position 
of equality with the men, a great workingwomen’s movement has 

sprung up within the Histadruth. This women workers’ movement 
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finds organized expression in the Moatzath Hapoaloth (Women 
Workers’ Council), The Moatzath Hapoaloth maintains a con- 
siderable number of training farms for workingwomen (mishke 
poaloth), and concerns itself with extending the avenues of em- 
ployment for women workers. The workingwomen’s movement 
has in recent years established a number of homes for children in 

the cities and colonies. It is paying ever more attention to the 

problems of the family and the education of the young. 

5. THE ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE 

HISTADRUTH 

The Histadruth is open to every Jewish worker. It comprises 
workers of all political trends and views of life. Non-religious and 

religious workers find their places in the Histadruth. There is 
room in it for every Jew who sees his future in a life of labor. 
The Youth Movements of the various Zionist trends are repre- 

sented in the Histadruth. Even the Youth Movements of the 

diaspora, which for a while kept aloof from the Histadruth, have 

lately found their home within the Histadruth; for example, the 

German Zionist youth organization, Hanoar Hazioni, and the re- 
ligious alliance, Dath Va’avoda (Religion and Work). 

The workers of Palestine have long since realized that any 

sectarianism in the organization of Jewish labor would be highly 

detrimental. The various attempts to organize the Jews of Pales- 

tine according to their stocks (Yemenites, Sephardim) or accord- 

ing to their previous affiliations in the diaspora (for example, 

according to athletic leagues), apart from the Histadruth, are in 

direct conflict with our aim, which is to form a single working 

people out of all stocks and social layers. The Histadruth is un- 

remitting in its efforts to impress upon the immigrants in Pales- 

tine and the Jewish youth in the diaspora, that it is not their 

divided cultural or social past in the Galuth, but their common 

future fate in Eretz Israel that must weigh most in regard to 

their organization and sense of solidarity. 

Every member of the Histadruth belongs to some union affiliated 

with the Histadruth. In all important questions affecting work 

and the worker’s life, it is not the individual union but the Hista- 
druth as a whole that is the deciding factor. 

The unions, besides the problems of wages, hours, working 

conditions, and similar political and economic concerns which are 

common also in other countries, occupy themselves a great deal 

with the development of independent labor cooperative enterprises 

within their respective trades. They see to it that the independent 

establishments and producers’ cooperatives created by labor do not 

turn into exclusive, privileged places of work, but that they rather 

remain at the service of Jewish immigration and the whole move- 

ment. They concern themselves with the reception of immigrants, 

and with the training of the Palestine-reared youth. They strive 

to enroot their members in the Hebrew language and Jewish 

culture. In each trade-union cell of the Histadruth some part of 

Zionism finds its realization. 

Palestine, as a colonial country, is very backward in social 

legislation. Thus, for example, Palestine possesses neither an ecight- 

hour nor a minimum-wage law. If the Histadruth has succeeded 

in effecting a virtual eight-hour day throughout the country and 

in establishing in the cities and, partly, also in the colonies a 

standard of living that is more or less suited to the needs of a 

cultured person, it is thanks to the unity of Jewish labor and the 

high esteem which it enjoys among large sections of the Jewish 

community. Incomparably more difficult than in the cities is the 

struggle for decent working conditions in the villages. There the 

organized Jewish worker encounters the unambitious, unorgan- 

ized Arab. Often this Arab is a fellah from a neighboring village, 

or a wandering Bedouin. The problem of Jewish labor on privately 

owned farms or plantations still exists in all its sharpness. 

The highest authority for all workers in a city or colony is the 

Moatzath Hapoalim (Workers’ Council), which is elected by all 

the members of the Histadruth residing in that locality. The 

Workers’ Council has jurisdiction over all labor institutions in its 

territory. At the head of the entire Histadruth is the Va’ad Hapoel 

(Executive Committee), which is elected by the General Con- 

ference of the Histadruth. 
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6. THE HISTADRUTH AND ZIONIST COLONIZATION 

The Histadruth is a great colonizing factor as an expression of 

the longing of the Zionist masses to settle on land and live close 

to nature. Zionism signifies Jewish colonization of Palestine. The 

Histadruth is the central agency for the colonization of Jewish 

workers in the Land of Israel. The most important colonizing 

effort of the Histadruth is naturally in the field of agriculture. 

After the acquisition of the Valley of Jezreel in 1920, the Hista- 

druth launched upon its first extensive colonizing activity. The 

birth of the great kvutzah of Ain Harod and the moshav ovdim of 

Nahalal (both in the Valley of Jezreel) was of trail-blazing sig- 

nificance for the further development, economic and social, of 

the Zionist land-settlement work. Ever since 1927, when the pres- 

ent boom in citrus fruit plantations set in, the colonizing efforts 

of organized labor have been concentrated upon the Plain of 

Sharon. 

Mixed farming is indisputably a Histadruth creation. Thousands 

of families of workers are living to-day in agricultural settlements 

of their own in all parts of the country. There is many a district 

in Palestine, as, for example, the Valley of Jezreel and the Jordan 

Valley, where colonization by workers dominates the scene. Most 

of the workers’ farm settlements are situated on National Fund 

land, and a large number of them were built with funds supplied 

by the Keren Hayesod. Of late the savings of labor groups and 

the cooperative capital of the Histadruth aiso play an important 

part in the advancement of labor colonization. The colonizing 

agency, Nir (lit. Furrow), which was formed by organized labor, 

and which possesses considerable capital of its own, carries on a 

brisk colonizing activity alongside of and in harmony with the 

National Fund. The two types of workers’ farm settlements in 

Palestine—the kvutzah and the moshav ovdim—are under the 

supervision of Nir and, in a legal sense, constitute its branches. 

In response to the labor agricultural communities, Nir endeavors 

to develop the workers’ farms already in existence and make them 

the basis for future colonization, and to put its human experience 

and material resources at the disposal of the general community. 

In the course of time two primary types of labor farm settle- 

ments have sprung up: 
1. The kvutzah, based on community of possessions, work, and 

maintenance. 

2. The moshav ovdim. In the latter the land belongs (as in 

the kvutzah) to the Jewish nation (in most cases to the National 

Fund, more rarely to the PICA* or Nir) ; many economic func- 

tions are performed jointly (compulsory collective buying and 

selling, common use of machines, often collectivization of whole 

branches of activity, such as joint tillage). In the moshav there 

prevails a very large measure of obligatory mutual aid in case of 

sickness, mishaps, and failure of crops. However, the management 

of household and farm is, in contrast with the kvutzah, left to 

the individual. The moshavim are very much set on self-labor by 

their members. Hired labor is generally forbidden. 

All the colonies of the Histadruth, both the kvutzoth and the 

moshavim, are built on the principle of mixed farming. Diversified, 

mixed agriculture is not dependent upon the fluctuations of the 

market in the same degree as single-crop farming. The Histadruth 

looks upon colonization as the foundation of the people and does 

not want to expose it to the caprices of chance, even though one 

may be able now and then to reap big profits, as, for example, in 

orange-growing to-day. 

The Histadruth carries on a comprehensive colonizing and eco- 

nomic activity in the cities also. This urban activity is centered 

in two important fields: 
1. The construction of workers’ suburbs and districts (shechu- 

noth ovdim). 

2. The development of producers’ cooperatives. 

The urge of the city workers of Palestine to Nature and to a 

rural atmosphere is very strong. The Jewish workers who have 

lived in the country for a considerable time, even though they 

work and must work in the cities, have ilttle liking for city life. 

*The abbreviated name of the Palestine Jewish Colonization 

Association, founded by Baron Edmond de Rothschild. 

Economic considerations (worry about eventual unemployment and 

about the employment of women) intensify their desire to remove 

their residence, in common with their fellow workers, away from 

the city. Particularly large are the workers’ suburbs of Tel Aviv 

and Haifa. The largest labor suburb of Tel Aviv is the Shechu- 

nath Borochov, and of Haifa, Kiriath Chaim (named after Chaim 

Arlosoroff). Each consists of several hundred houses. Most of the 

workers’ quarters are situated on National Fund land. This move- 

ment, which embraces thousands of families, is directed by a cen- 

tral office (Merkaz Shechunoth Ovdim) specially created for the 
purpose. 

The second form of the Histadruth’s economic activity in the 

cities is the development of producers’ cooperatives. About 1,600 

families of workers participate in these cooperatives. Virtually the 

whole urban and interurban autobus traffic is in the hands of 

Histadruth cooperatives. These producers’ cooperatives play an 

important part in the building trades, too. The Histadruth sees 

to it that there is no exploitation within these cooperatives, and 

that membership in them is always accessible to newly arrived 
immigrants. 

There are many groups of settlers, especially kvutzoth, who 

combine farming on their own account with hiring out as laborers. 

As a rule, it takes many years before a wage earner attains to the 

stage of settlement on land. But aside from this, the Histadruth is 

anxious on educational grounds that the several groups of workers 

combine farming on their own account with wage work. The sense 

of solidarity between the various strata of workers in the country, 

especially between those in the moshavim and those in the kvut- 

zoth, is very pronounced. This solidarity deepens to a feeling of 

the fateful interdependence of all labor as the pioneer and leader 

of the Zionist endeavor. The educational work of the Histadruth 

is intended to enhance this feeling. 

7. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS OF THE 

HISTADRUTH 

In order to buttress its extensive settlement and economic activ- 

ity, the Histadruth has created a number of financial and eco- 

nomic institutions. The most important of them is the Workers’ 

Bank (Bank Hapoalim). The Workers’ Bank is the second largest 

Jewish bank in the country. It finances, by means of short-term 

credit, all the cooperative and economic cells of the Histadruth 

(kvutzoth and moshavim, workers’ quarters, Yakhin, etc.). Lately 

the Workers’ Bank, thanks to its expansion, has also undertaken 

the granting of long-term credit. The Workers’ Bank affords labor 

colonization very strong support financially and frees it to a large 

extent from the need of depending on private financial institutions. 

Of the financial institutions of the Histadruth, the Palestine 

Labor Fund (Kupath Poalim Eretz-Yisraelith) still remains to be 

mentioned. The Labor Fund invests money in projects involving 

long terms, and for which it would hardly be possible to procure 

means through the ordinary credit channels. Thus, for example, 

the Palestine Labor Fund took part in the building of the kvutzoth 

of Upper Galillee. Of late it also invests money in industrial 

schools and training farms for women. 

Tnuva (lit. Produce) is the cooperative for marketing the 

produce of the agricultural settlements of the Histadruth. This is 

by far the largest enterprise of its kind in the country. Tnuva 

has a number of retail stores in every city and in the larger 

colonies. Every Jew who wants to make sure that he is getting 

products of Jewish labor and good quality, buys of Tnuva. The 

sales of Tnuva during the past year amounted to £200,000 (about 

a million dollars). 

The labor consumers’ cooperatives—they are the only ones in 

Palestine—are affiliated with the large wholesale cooperative, 

Hamashbir (lit. The Purveyor). The kvutzoth and moshavim serve 

as the retail consumers’ cooperatives of Hamashbir in their respec- 

tive localities. 

Many of the social and cultural services which the working 

people of other countries receive from the State, the Jewish work- 

ers of Palestine have to create out of their own resources and 

solidarity. The British administration of the country is as little 

concerned about social insurance and health preservation, such as 
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is required by the modern worker, as it is about other phases of 

social legislation. The Sick Fund (Kupath Cholim) in Palestine 

is not a compulsory State institution as in most European coun- 

tries, but a creation of the collective enterprise of Palestinian 

Jewish labor. Without any compulsion, out of his high social and 

cultural sense, the Jewish worker makes heavy sacrifices in order 

io maintain and expand his Sick Fund. 

There is no governmental or municipal unemployment insurance 

in Palestine. The Histadruth on its own initiative has set up an 

Unemployment Fund. The employers are not legally bound to 

contribute their share to the sick and unemployment funds. Thanks 

to the united strength of Jewish labor and its moral prestige, 

it has succeeded in prevailing upon part of the employers to take 

part in these social institutions. Every member of the Histadruth 

is obligated to be a member of the Sick Fund and to contribute 

a certain (very small) amount to the Unemployment Fund. 

In order to subordinate the various financial, economic, and 

social institutions of labor to the collective will of the Jewish 

workers, the Histadruth has bound them together within the 

framework of the Hevrath Ovdim (lit. Society of Workers). The 

Hevrath Ovdim is a legally incorporated association, which is 

identical in membership with the Histadruth. (Every member of 

the Histadruth is ipso facto a member of the Hevrath Ovdim.) 

The Executive Committee (Va’ad Hapoel) of the Histadruth is 

likewise the administrative body of the Hevrath Ovdim. In this 

way labor seeks to safeguard the institutions it has created with 

so much pains against exclusiveness and one-sided commercialism, 

and to subordinate them to the needs of Jewish immigration and 

the common weal. 

8. THE CULTURAL WORK OF THE HISTADRUTH 

The most important cultural achievement of the Histadruth 

is that it has imbued thousands of Jews with a sense for work 

that affirms and gives a meaning to life. This is its proper, organic 

contribution. However, as the Jewish worker strikes deeper roots 

in the land, the planned and organized educational work of the 

Histadruth moves more and more into the center of its activity. 

As a movement for the complete regeneration of working Jewry, 

the Histadruth strives to supplement life in the factory and on 

the farm with a renewal of our cultural values. Work is for the 

Histadruth not only a need of earning one’s livelihood, but also 

the spiritual basis for the new type of Jew. From this knowledge 

springs the desire for such a school as will combine the dignity of 

labor with Jewish culture. More than three thousand children and 

adolescents study at the Histadruth schools. Besides these schools, 

the Histadruth has founded schools for juvenile workers. It con- 

ducts a large number of Hebrew classes. The Histadruth’s daily 

newspaper, Davar, is the largest and most widely read in the coun- 

try. 

The Histadruth endeavors to weld the growing generation in 

Palestine which is so varied in origin (Sephardic, Yemenite, and 

European Jews, those born in Palestine, and those hailing from 

the diaspora) into one national community. The juvenile workers 

of Palestine have been organized by the Histadruth into the 

Hanoar Haoved (lit. The Working Youth). Large sections of 

Hanoar Haoved come of the Oriental Jewish communities 

Yemenite, Persian, Moroccan, and Kurdish Jews. If the older 

generation of workers have not yet found the right relations with 

the Oriental Jews, this wall of aloofness has been broken through 

by the youth of the Hanoar Haoved. In the Hanoar Haoved a 

work of national amalgamation has been accomplished which the 

Zionist movement and Palestinian Jewry have hitherto generally 

failed to achieve. 

The middle class youth, the pupils of the higher institutions 

of learning who see their future in a laboring Palestine, have or- 

ganized Machnoth Haolim (lit. Bands of Immigrants). The two 

Youth Movements comprise nearly 4,000 adherents. 

In the last few years the Jewish workers and youth of Palestine 

have created a large sports movement. The athletic organization 

of the Palestinian workers, Hapoel (The Worker), is part of the 

educational campaign for physical work, Jewish culture, settlement 

on land, and social justice. Many hundreds of members of the 

Maccabee and other Jewish sports organizations of the diaspora 

have found their places in the ranks of Hapoel. 

9. THE HISTADRUTH AND THE JEWISH MIDDLE CLASS 

The Histadruth looks upon the Jewish worker as the pioneer of 

Zionist relaization and the foundation of the Jewish community 

in Palestine. 

By extending the positions of Jewish labor in the village, by 

opening up new fields, by the development of modern agriculture, 

the way to Palestine is also being cleared for other layers of the 

Jewish people. Ten years ago, when the plantations of Judea and 

Samaria employed hardly any but Arab laborers, there was no 

room there for Jewish artisans and tradesmen; it was only after 

the penetration of Jewish workers into the colonies, only after the 

kibbush haavoda, that the purchasing power and social milieu 

were created which transformed the colony into an important 

field for all sorts of Jewish vocational groups. 

The Histadruth does not consider it sufficient that, as an ob- 

jective result of its activity, an opportunity is created for broader 

strata of the people to establish themselves in Palestine. It strives 

consciously to open up for middle class Jews the way to work 

and settlement on land. The producers’ cooperatives of the Hista- 

druth in the cities endeavor to make room for the Jewish artisan 

from the diaspora in their fold. Yakhin has created suitable farms 

for hundreds of middle class families (Gan Hadar, Wadi Hawa- 

rith). The wide agricultural experience of organized labor is at 

the disposal of Yakhin and the colonization of the Jewish middle 

class. Not only the chalutz, but also the middle class Jew knows 

now that in the Histadruth he has a true guide in Palestine. Here, 

in the Histadruth, he finds, instead of the unfortunately wide- 

spread profiteering and exploitation, fraternal aid and national 

solidarity. 

10. THE JEWISH AND THE ARAB WORKERS 

The Jewish worker in Palestine considers the Arab inhabitants 

of the country not antagonists, but neighbors, with whom the 

Jews must share the land for an incalculable period of time. The 

labor Zionist movement remains true to the teaching of A. D. 

Gordon: The true people is the man-people (am-adam), the peo- 

ple renewed in the men and women composing it, who in its rela- 

tions with other peoples is governed by moral considerations, “as 

a man is in his dealings with a fellow man.” It strives for a na- 

tionalism in which “each nation will feel the soul of the other.” 

Jewish labor wants to bridge the enormous cultural and social 

chasm between the two nations. It endeavors to elevate the Arab 

population economically and culturally. With the aid of the Hista- 

druth, Arab labor organizations have been formed in the cities. 

The Arab railway workers and the corresponding Jewish trade 

union of the Histadruth are united into one federation. 

The Histadruth has put its Sick Fund at the service of the Arab 

workers. It tries to give them the benefit of its cooperative experi- 

ence, and helps the Arab laborer in his hard struggle for the 

most elementary social rights. Already in cities with mixed 

populations, especially in Haifa, several points of contact have 

been established between Jewish and Arab workers, and there has 

arisen a far-reaching understanding of the common fate of the 

working people of both nationalities. 

In its relations with the Arab workers, in extending them aid, 

the Histadruth makes no secret of the aspirations of the Zionist 

workers. It sets into bold relief the right of the Jewish worker 

to work in the industries newly created by Jews; it emphasizes its 

Zionist desire, that the Jews in the country shall under no cir- 

cumstances constitute a privileged class which lets the “natives” 

do all the hard work, but that, on the contrary, we endeavor to 

become a healthy people, a people of workers and builders side 

by side with an Arab people of workers. 
* * # 

To-day the Histadruth numbers 42,500 members, or consider- 

ably more than 82 per cent of all the Jewish workers in the coun- 

try. With their ’.milies, the members constitute 80,000 souls, or 

one-third of the total Jewish population of Palestine. The moral 

and political influence of the Histadruth reaches far beyond its 

confines. The Palestinian Jewish community has on various occa- 
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sions manifested its confidence in the Labor Zionist movement. 

Thus, for example, Palestinian labor polled more than 70 per cent 

of all the votes cast in the elections for delegates to the last 

Zionist Congress. 

The Histadruth did not become what it is now in a single day, 

and its present achievement is merely the germ cell of a future 

socially just and free Commonwealth of Labor in Palestine. The 

most important thing about the Histadruth is not the number of 

its members nor the proud array of its institutions, but the spirit 

animating it and the great cultural structure it has created out 

of the void. The spirit of the Labor Zionist movement is the un- 

qualified, voluntary bond between the individual and the com- 

munity, and the pioneering which is the result of free choice. 

Neither the Zionist movement nor the Histadruth possesses any 

governmental or other means of compulsion. If thousands of Jew- 

ish workers have left the cities and embarked upon the hard life 

of the colonies, if others have turned swamps and wastelands into 
inodern farms, it is due solely to the strong instinct of chalutziuth 

(pioneering) and Jewish solidarity which animates labor Palestine, 
and which the Histadruth has awakened. 

This readiness of the individual to bear responsibility for the 

community and to see therein the meaning of his life, finds ex- 

pression not alone in some special act of pioneering, but in every- 

day life. This readiness has brought it about, that this numerically 

small and economically often seriously menaced body of labor 

has by its own efforts mobilized hundreds of thousands of pounds 

for collective upbuilding purposes. This spirit finds its reflection 

in every Histadruth institution, even the humblest. Its purest 

expression is the kvutzah and the kibbutz movement. Its high 

spots, such as the heroic defense of Tel Hai (1920) and Hulda 

(1929) can only be understood in the light of the daily round of 

creative effort. ; 

1929 and 1933 
Impressions of My Two Visits to Palestine 

By FRANCES BURNCE, Ph. D. 
Teachers College, City of Boston 

(Concluded from the February issue) 

SING each city as a centre for departure, I revisited many 

of the old colonies—Petach Tikvah, Rishon-le-Zion, Reho- 

both, etc., etc., north and south. Growth and expansion were vis- 

ible. Rehoboth I barely recognized. Newly paved streets, lunch 

rooms, a bustling air of its own, made me give up the idea that 

this was the little sleepy colony that matched its Biblical name. 

It was a modern town,—on the way to being a township! 

The real “thrill” of Eretz Israel, as even my lethargic friend 

exclaimed who had changed her plans from a trip to Russia to 

one to Palestine, was our visit to the kvuzoth and workers’ settle- 

ments. 

Do you, Mr. Editor, wish for statistics? Please say, no! They 

are available. Each kvutzah has a record of the number of cows, 

horses, chickens, that are there—how many dunams of land are 

under cultivation, how many more each settlement must have 

for normal growth, the cost of each piece of machinery, the cry- 

ing need for more. And we listened to it all with infinite sym- 

pathy, with real understanding, I hope. But let me stress one or 

two points that made my friend, a non-Zionist, “thrill” at her 

visit, made her take up the study of Hebrew on her return, made 

her send a bit of money to tide over a special need, made her, 

in truth, an enthusiast for labor Palestine. 

First, the hospitality extended. It is amazing 

not to be understood at all! How can these tireless workers, so 

absorbed in their tasks, show so much patience, so much forbear- 

ance to the slews of visitors—careless tourists, in such numbers— 

that come to them, sit at their tables for tea, look into their 

pots and pans, wander around their sleeping quarters; how can 

they give as well of their bed as of their board? Personally, I 

felt ashamed to accept it all. If I seemed somewhat ungracious 

at times, it was because I lost patience at so much undeserved 

kindness. At any rate, we were not of those who demanded 

that the boys and girls be called off the fields to show some of 

our interesting and interested compatriots how to dance the 

boundless—and 

hora! 

Secondly, my little group fairly gasped at the faith which, if 

did not actually move mountains, did make gardens out of deserts, 

—an equally heroic task. I had seen the Emek and tried to visual- 

ize it then as having been one of the sore spots of the East. It 

did not seem possible it ever was that, as one looked down even 

in ’29 at the glowing tapestry of colors from the Hills of Nazareth. 

The added significance in °33 came from the fact that this carpet 

is now thickly dotted with settlements,—Jewish settlements,— 

spreading north and south, extending the arms of the Emek to 

include a richer, widening Jewish life. 

Another impressive feature of our visit came from seeing how 

many of the settlements had grown in their ability to care for 

their own. As a school teacher, I was particularly impressed with 

the added number of schools, with the progressive principles of 

guiding those schools. It may well be, as one of our great analytical 

minds has pronounced, we shall not create academicians here ; 

but who knows if we shall not do better than that? For here 

the most careless observer notes a new type of youth—independent, 

self-reliant, concerned with a broad outlook of the social good 

rather than individual advancement, of a spirit of concern for 

the whole founded on a sense of justice and impregnated with 

a vision beyond the immediate present. A youth in training with 

such ideals, standing in the midst of the work that will make for 

the realization of these ideals, sends the observer off with renewed 

hope and courage. 

We were fortunate in the Sharon district to be able to go to 

Mishmar ha-Emek and see the close of the school year. Scores 

came to witness the ceremonies, the exhibition of children’s work 

in the garden and at their desks, and to see the experiments con- 

ducted by these children in silk-worm culture. At night, the chil- 

dren’s program took place in the social hall. Of course we were 

crowded, and of course I was disappointed! But, dear me! no, 

not with them, but with my unutterable self! For the exercises 

were conducted in Hebrew, so freely, so zestfully, I was most 

envious. But better than that, I saw indeed that, as some one 

has said, “Palestine truly is not Eretz Israel without Hebrew,” 

and further, that any one really interested in the upbuilding of 

the land MUST devote himself (or herself) to learning the lan- 

guage. It was a salutory experience. The ride back to the kvutzah 

under the soft white light of the moon for sympathy, strengthened 

the resolve in us that we must understand the work and the 

workers through the language of the land. 

We laughed a bit at ourselves, as we went from group to group 

and saw the enthusiasm that arose within us over each cow, over 

each heifer. A cow or a horse in any other land is but a cow 

or a horse. In Palestine, each animal gains stature and significance, 

for are they not the props in redeeming and building the home- 

land? And so we went from barn to barn and glowed over the 

number of quarts of milk in this dairy, over the number of eggs 

in that hennery. As for vineyards and orange groves, we were not 

wholly insensible to the flavor of the one or the savor of the 

other ! 

Less easily described but very significant was the general atmos- 

phere. Security was the kyenote. I am writing this when, tragically, 

this particular word seems premature, mistaken perhaps. And yet, 

in spite of the disquieting news, what I have seen prevents me 
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from being discouraged. I am upheld by the memory of clear 

eyes and sound attitudes, of realizations that danger—yes, of 

course—it must be faced, that it hovers even in the midst of 

peace. I saw it all in ’29, I saw it in °33. For we arrived so very 

shortly after the cloud settled on the workers especially ; when 

their leader was cut down. But rays of light already pierced the 

cloud and bade fair to let such a sun shine through as will make 

that Leader look upon the land with more love, if that were 

possible, and will make the land most certainly look with more 

love upon him, when those happy families gather on the soil and 

in the name of Arlosoroff. 

Heroic is an overworked term, but it came to us time and 

again as we saw the workers and heard, not so much of their 

trials of the past, as of their plans for the future. Fear, discourage- 

ment, abandonment because of danger? They did not seem to 

know these words. To be sure, workers have given up work in 

certain localities, but that was because after the most exhaustive 

efforts it was found the place was economically sterile. And yet, 

how few are these instances! 

It would seem so far that in all our travels in Palestine we did 

not come across either the Arab or the Englishman. A just criti- 

cism. May I correct this in a word or two? 

Without the slightest of academic ideas, I can most heartily 

say that I was amazed at the general rise in well-being that I saw 

among the Arabs. A mere detail: I could not begin to count, this 

time, the number of Arabs wearing stockings—an easy task in 

°29. Nor did I begin to see the number of children messily rubbing 

dirty eyes with dirty hands! Again, I took especial pains in ’29 to 

see if I could find an Arab with a book in hand. I did not. I 

really saw a number this time,—the pedagogic eye! As for the 

number of well-dressed children, that, too, was a surprise to me. 

ON THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM I. 
SHIPLACOFF 

@ 

(February 7, 1934) 

7ARMTH and radiance, 

Wisdom and love, 

These he had in abundance. 

These he gave 
To all who came to him 
And seeing him 
Saw there must be goodness, 
Since man could heal 

By such words as his, 
Such deeds as his, 

Could glow as he did, 
Give of himself with no thought to self, 
And as a saviour 

Bring to all he touched 
Gentleness, compassion and understanding. 

ee a 

Since this is man, 
Let us not despair. 
The madman who would 
Purge Christ and Moses 

To worship blood 
Shall be conquered 
In a world of 

Chaos and the confused rattlings 
Of Death and War and Hunger, 
Because he lived. 

ELEANORE LEVENSON 

The women, also, seemed much more cleanly, and in all honesty, 
less overworked. 

As for the general Arab-Jewish atmosphere, that was too obvious 

for mere remarks. There seemed most decidedly a better, a clearer- 

cut understanding—I am not saying a much more friendly air. 

But a greater realization seemed there, that Jews and Arabs could 

work together and live together in peace. I could not but be struck 
with that after °29, 

As for the Englishman, he is a more inscrutable being. There 

seemed fewer of him, of course, and yet evreywhere one went, 

one saw that he had entrenched himself further or deeper into 

the land. It was a curious feeling. In ’29, any number of them 

wished to impress you with the idea that he was there as a task, 

—an undesired task. Today he seemed to be there—judging only 

by attitude—as of right. It was an uneasy kind of feeling, but 

tangible. At any rate, he justified his stay by a much cleaner 

Palestine than I had seen in ’29. But at best or worst, nothing 

that I saw in ’29 made me change my mind in ’33—that he was 

a greater problem than the Arab in rebuilding the National Home. 

* * * 

I left Palestine in ’29 with the feeling that never had I seen a 

people of such courage. There had been fear, but it was the fear 

that we here in America would lose our hope and fail in the 

partnership of redeeming our heritage and our self-respect. No- 

where in those three months did I find that those on the land 

doubted themselves. I left Palestine in *33 with the feeling that 

Accomplishment was now the keynote. Results were seen not 

merely in the work of the land, in the added number of kzutzoth, 

kibbutzim, etc. It was seen magnificently in the handling of an 

equally great burden: caring for a migration so suddenly left, 

as it were, on their very doorsteps. Of plans for the care of this 

German refugee problem, every member of labor Palestine is 

aware. But to see the interest, the devotion, and self-sacrifice, of 

children as well as of adults, makes one feel that those who have 

stamped Palestine with their ideals, and their labor, are not now 

going to be stampeded. Their efforts will not be frustrated even 

by a people who have come with ideals wholly foreign to a home- 

land in Palestine. The soil has been prepared, the tree wisely 

planted, the present storm will not shake it. 

Hopeful, too, was the evidence of the number of newcomers 

who threw themselves whole-heartedly into becoming a part of 

the nation reclaiming its home on the principles of work, equality, 

regeneration of the soil, and the renewal of its language. May I 

sum it up in the words of our German chauffeur, a former official 

of the German government: 

“It is true I did not know the land of my fathers. I know it 

now—I feel it now. And any German Jew who cannot learn it, 

let him be tossed among the nations.” 

Harsh dictum. How it will be solved, who knows? But this we 

can tell even from a hasty visit of but a summer’s length: every- 

where you meet refugees who already have sloughed the bitterness 

of the wanderer and are partaking—thanks to the Jewish workers 

of Palestine—of the joy of those who at last have come HOME. 
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‘Passover Seder at Ain Harod 
By MARIE SYRKIN 

HE seder at Ain Harod, my Palestinian counsellors agreed, 

would be a unique experience. At first some had favored 

the communal seder at Tel Aviv, but the final vote stood for Ain 

Harod, one of the largest and oldest kvutzoth (communes) of the 

Emek (Valley of Jezreel). 

We boarded the train at Haifa. Our party, consisting of three 

American women and myself, decided to go third class. The 

shabby, ill-kept little train filled rapidly with Arabs, chalutzim, 

ad a few intrepid tourists. We squeezed into a compartment 

with narrow, wooden seats, and studied the valley, dotted here 

and there by a colony. A cluster of buildings, a fresh patch of 

verdure, a group of trees in the distance, marked wherever an- 

other victory had been won over the barren, long-neglected soil. 

On felt that there was room for many more such victories in 

that plain. 

There had been a vague hope that the kuutzah would send a 

wagon or a jitney to meet the visitors, but when we left the train 

at the small sign which indicated the station, there was no evi- 

dence of a reception committee. Some chalutzim who lived in Ain 

Harod, shouldered their bundles, acquired on the visit to Haifa, 

and began to trudge up the uneven road. Though it was early 

April, the afternoon sun beat down with unaccustomed heat. We 

plodded along trying to look as though we had not been depraved 

by subways and street-cars at every step. We had been warned 

that “softies” were viewed with disfavor by the stoic chalutzim. 

Hannah, delegated by the kvutzah to look after us, met us 

at the end of the road. Hannah had clear blue eyes, blond hair, 

rosy cheeks, and a general wholesome kindliness which won us 

instantly. She brought us to the bungalow she shared with her 

husband, or “comrade,” as she would have preferred to call him. 

The bungalow consisted of two small rooms furnished with the 

barest necessities—two cots, a table, and a few chairs. An attempt 

had bee nmade to add a few individual touches, but outside of 

scrupulous cleanliness—the uncarpeted floor had been well- 

scrubbed—a photograph, a few books, and some poppies in a 

glass, the home-maker had been obviously handicapped by a lack 

of materials, rather than inventiveness. There was none of the 

“coziness,’ recommended by the woman’s page of Good House- 

keeping or the Ladies Home Journal, consisting of cushions, cur- 

tains, and feminine touches. The entire kvutzah consisted of such 

bungalows, which despite their simplicity represented a great 

advance in comfort and privacy for the commune. 

Hannah showed us about the farm. There was a great hubbub 

of activity because of the Passover preparations. Every plank of 

wood was being scoured ; the workers were returning earlier from 

the field in order to get ready for the evening; the children were 

being dressed in clean rompers and dresses. While waiting for the 

holiday to begin, Hannah showed us the household goods of the 

kvutzah. The new incubator for the chickens, the few cattle, 

every bit of livestock and machinery was shown us with a touchnig 

pride and solicitude. A new cow represented treasure secured 

through an unending round of daily sacrifices. Only the children 

ate of the dairy produce, or the fresh fruit, or the poultry. As 

much as possible had to be sold, so that another cow or perhaps 

even a tractor could be bought. Every new agricultural implement 

meant the further development of the farm, more soil reclaimed, 

more chalutzim employed in labor, a greater commune. In the 

meantime, the adults could live on weak tea, bread, soup, potatoes, 

and an occasional piece of meat. But the seder was different. On 

the seder night all feasted ; the children who always ate separately 

in a brightly painted nursery, which contrasted sharply with the 

bare, barrack-like dining-hall of the parents, ate with their elders. 

All would rejoice together on the great festal night of the year. 

Only the grand-parents would be absent. The grand-parents, old 

Jews who had come to their adventurous children from small 

Polish or Russian towns, were for the most part orthodox. They 

would want an orthodox seder, where the dietary laws were strict- 

ly observed, where no rule was violated. For them a special seder 

would be arranged in one of the bungalows. There they would 

chant their “Haggadah,” observing every element of the tradi- 

tional ritual, while their children and grand-children created a 

new kind of seder on the ancient soil of Palestine. 

A clean wash-dress, mostly white, for the women; a fresh tunic 

blouse for the man, constituted the “dressing up.” At last all 

was ready. With sunset, it had grown cool and fragrant. An im- 

mense full moon hung in the sky,—unbelievably large and golden. 

We walked toward the communal dining hall where the seder 

was to be held. Tonight the long wooden tables, made of plain 

planks, were covered with yellowish table-cloths. Ordinarily such 

refinemnets were not indulged in. There was no money or energy 

for superfluities in a life whose purpose had to be bent wholly 

on essentials. The only evidence of a softer world was a piano 

in the corner. One could sing and listen to music even though 

one ate and dressed with Spartan plainness. But tonight the luxury 

of beauty had been permitted. The table cloths that covered the 

bare boards were not finished with the gleaming whiteness and 

smoothness of a high-priced laundry, but they had been washed 

laboriously by the worker whose task had been the laundry that 

week. Their presence was a symbol of elegance. The cutlery con- 

sisted of tin spoons and forks; there was a shortage of knives; 

the plates were tin or enamel (there was no money to waste on 

breakage) ; but the long tables had been garlanded with green 

branhces and leaves. Wreaths had been hung along the unpainted 

walls. 

A smaller table had been decorated for the children who had 

been looking forward to the seder for weeks. For days they had 

been drilling for the festivities. We sat down on narrow benches, 

stretching alongside the tables and awaited their entrance. They 

filed in carefully graded according to size, the smallest toddler 

leading the procession. Each child carried a few ears of wheat. 

They circled slowly about the room singing their greeting. They 

sang (the Hebrew was interpreted for us by the unfailing Han- 

nqgh), “We bring you, our parents, the first fruit of the fields. 

This year our offering is poor because of the drought. May it be 

a better one next year.” The anscient dream, “Next year in Jeru- 

salem,” had been given a new content by these Palestinian children. 

“Next year” was no longer a mystical hope ; it was a part of their 

existence through their parents’ daily struggle with the Pales- 

tinian soil which had to be rewon to fruitfulness. The children 

sang daily, even though their words indicated the hardships of the 

past season. They sat down looking proudly toward their parents. 

The feast began. Hannah chuckled happily. There were meat 

and vegetables, and “even a desert,” consisting of stewed fruit. 

Wine was poured from a large tea-kettle which ordinarily pro- 

vided the eternal weak tea. It was obvious from the relish with 

which our hosts ate that such plenty and variety were infrequent. 

I suppose it would be nice to say that the food was excellent. 

According to American standards it was far from good. The com- 

rades assigned to kitchen duty were not accomplished cooks. 

They were people with tasks requiring so much labor that there 

was neither time nor energy for idle gastronomic refinements even 

assuming that the food stuffs had been available. Then there were 

the flies. They beset the plates in hordes, despite the fact that 

the dining room was screened. Considering the consternation 

which even one fly creates in a well-appointed Amercian home, 

perhaps the tourists might be forgiven their anaemic squeamish- 

ness. Of course we were “soft,” spoiled, and generally unworthy. 

We knew that the chalutzim were as sensitive as we; that they 

had been as delicately reard. We honord their idealism, their 

abnegation of all creature comforts; we were grateful for the 

generosity which made them share their little with curious visitors 

from many lands—they refuse to accept money for their hospital- 

ity no matter how numerous the visitors may be—and we blushed 

because our appetites were not keener. 

Happily, at this unorthodox “seder,’ the food was the least 
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significant feature. The ceremony began as soon as we had eaten. 

There was no prolonged reading from a prayerbook which nobody 

understands except perhaps the oldest member of the family, 

while the bored listeners meditate on the fish course rather than 

on the trials of Egypt. The smallest child undesrtood this Hebrew. 

The symbol had been replaced by reality. A little girl arose to ask 

the kashes, which the faithful Hannah translated. Here were no 

ancient rote queries about Egypt and the reason for the horse- 

radish. The questions of the child sprang rationally from her en- 

vironment. She asked simply, ““Why are some people poor and 

some people rich?” “Why do the Arabs live on hills and we in 

the valley?”’ ‘Why do high winds blow in the world?” The an- 

swers naturally were in the best proletarian tradition. They were 

given by one of the founders of the kvutzah, a classic figure in 

Palestine. “There is injustice in the world,” he said, “but we in 

Ain Harod strive to make a better world. Here there are no rich 

and poor. We are all equal.” The answers to the other questions 

were variants of the same desire to instill in the children a new 

conception of social and economic justice. 

There were recitations from Bialik and Palestinian songs. The 

historical character of Passover was explained to the children 
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by a reading from the Bible—selected sections from the story of 

Moses. One felt the force not of tradition, no matter how dear, 

but of a new life, conscious of the past but springing from it 

toward the creation of fresh forms allied to reality. 

When the children left for bed, the turn of the young folks 

came. The tables and benches were pushed aside and lusty boys 

and girls in their teens, or their twenties, began to dance. They 

danced the “hora” vigorously, joyously. The circles of the danc- 

ers expanded and contracted as people joined the dance or dropped 

out. They danced indefatigably, stamping the rhythm and singing 

a melody composed for this night’s hora. Occasionally a couple 

danced alone in a kind of peasant dance, but the great majority 

danced in one great round, the larger the circle, the merrier the 

dance. 

They were still dancing outside in the full moon, under the 

shadow of Mount Gilboa, when we went to sleep on the cots sur- 

rendered to us by various members of the kvutzah. Very late we 

heard a wagon-load of them gaily setting off to a neighboring 

kvutzah. They were going to dance the hora at every commune 

in the vicinity, because it was the seder night and they were at 

work—in Palestine. 

The Museum of Hearts 
(A Passover Fantasy) 

By MAXIMILIAN HURWITZ 

AM the best-natured and most obliging man on earth. Even 

my worst enemies admit that they have never known me to 

refuse the company of a pretty and clever girl—especially when 

she has no other company. This being known to and admitted by 

all, I should not mention it now were it not for the light it throws 

upon the following incident: 

On the seventh day of last Passover I was strolling in the 

streets of the Bronx, going whithersoever fancy led me, when 

suddenly I found myself in front of Sarah’s house. Being unfam- 

iliar with the house or even the neighborhood, I was about to pass 

on, when Sarah came up to me and in the most captivating 

manner asked me to step in, adding that she was all alone and 

felt rather lonesome. It was then that my obliging disposition 

asserted itself and made me accept the invitation at once. 

Nor would you, dear reader, have acted otherwise had you 

seen Sarah on that day. Her black eyes never glistened so brightly, 

her face was never so flushed, and her dress never so charmingly 

neat since she appeared in the role of Columbine in Edna St. 

Vincent Millay’s Aria da Capa. 

After we were seated, Sarah complained that she was unable 

to serve any refreshments as there was nothing but Matzoth in 

the house. 

“If the Jews in Egypt,” she remarked, “had only realized what 

misery their haste would inflict upon innumerable generations, 

they would have taken their time and allowed the bread to leaven. 

And who knows but that, had they acted less rashly, they might 

have decided to remain in Egypt after all?” 

“Why, Sarah, how you do talk!” I protested. “Is not liberty 

worth some sacrifice ?” 

“T should not complain,” answered Sarah, “if the sacrifice were 

reasonable. But where eternal suffering is the price of liberty, I 

should prefer bondage.” 

“But is not freedom the most precious thing in the world, and 

should not men strive for it always and at all costs?” 

“No,” replied Sarah, “not at all costs, and certainly not always. 

As a matter of fact, in the most vital of all matters—in love— 

> 

men prefer bondage. I can prove it to you by quoting from 

Thomas Moore, the great poet of Irish freedom. Says Moore: 
“c ‘No 

From bounds so sweet to sever: 

vain, alas! the endeavor 

Poor Wisdom’s chance 

Against a glance 

Is now as weak as ever.’ ” 

“It is easy for you to say so,’ I retorted, “because you know 

who, in your case, would be the enslaver and who the enslaved.” 

Sarah graciously acknowledged the compliment. A long pause 

followed, during which her velvety eyes seemed to caress me. 

Finally she said: 

“Would you like to see the other rooms in our apartment?” 

“With pleasure,” I answered, “as I take great interest in furni- 

ture and interior decorations.” 

We rose and looked over all the rooms but one. When we came 

to it, I noticed a small inscription on the door which read: 

‘Museum of Hearts.” 

“Would you like to see this one, too?” asked Sarah. “There was 

an expression of infinite cunning in her eyes as she looked at me. 

I entered and was stunned by the view that confronted me. 

The spacious room was richly furnished and carpeted, while all 

over it were the most beautiful and exotic plants, which made the 

air heavy with their fragrance. From the ceiling two golden cages 

were suspended in which two canaries poured forth a flood of 

silver trills. And, behold! on the beautifully papered walls hung 

hearts—living, palpitating, human hearts that filled the air with 

lovers’ sights. 

“In the name of heaven!” I exclaimed, “where did all theses 

hearts come from?” 

“Oh, there is nothing remarkable about it,” Sarah answered 

smilingly. “They are the hearts of certain young gentlemen who 

called on me.” 

“Sarah,” I said after recovering from the shock, “I once heard 

you say that you were very fond of Lord Byron’s poem, Maid of 

Athens.” 

“That’s right, I am very fond of it, particularly of the opening 

lines: 

“Maid of Athens, ere we part 

Give, oh give me back my heart! 

Or, since that has left my breast, 

Keep it now, and take the rest!’ ” 

“Well,” I continued, “why did’nt you ‘take the rest’ ?” 

“For two reasons,” explained Sarah. “The first and most im- 

portant reason is that the heart, which is the seat of love, is the 

very essence of our being, the perfume of the flower as it were. 

The second reason is purely material: with rent and storage as 

high as they are in the Bronx, I could not afford to keep the 

‘rest.’ ” 

After this novel explanation, we both sat silently, I looking 
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League Activities 
HE past two months have witnessed considerable activity 

among the League chapters. Meetings and lectures were held 

in all parts of the United States and in certain Canadian cities. 

The following is a brief summary of reports which have reached 

the National Office. If your chapter is not mentioned here, it is 

because we have received no report from it. 

Cincinnatii—On February 6 a dinner was tendered to Goldie 

Meyerson which was attended by 150 persons. Mrs. Meyesron 

was in her best form and spoke inspiringly on the ideals and 

accomplishments of the Histadruth. In the meantime the small 

study circles, which are a distinctive feature of the Cincinnati 

chapter, kept up their highly effective educational work. Today 

Cincinnati boasts 78 League members, representing the finest 

elements of the Jewish community. 

Cleveland.—Under the auspices of the Professional Group 

of the League, a large meeting was held on February 13, at which 

the principal speaker was Rabbi Barnett R. Brickner, of the 

Euclid Avenue Temple, who spoke on “Zionism-Socialism, a Syn- 

thesis.” The Professional Group is now conducting a drive for 

the collection of membership dues. 

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City chapter, though one of 

the youngest, is one of the most active. On March 6, a cultural 

meeting was held, at which the League Educational Letter was 

read by Saul Kleinman, following which there was a lively dis- 

cussion of the problems touched upon in the letter. A cafeteria 

supper and dance was held on March 18. The membership is 

growing steadily. 

St. Louis.—After a period of quiescence, the St. Louis chapter 

has been reorganized and is now active again. The new officers 

are Mrs. Fanny Atlas, chairman; T. E. Silberman, treasurer, and 

Charles Kraizer, secretary. 

Detroit.—A large banquet was held by the Detroit chapter on 

February 24, with Rabbi Samuel Wohl, of Cincinnati, as the 

principal speaker. About 500 persons attended the meeting. 

Minneapolis—The recently organized League Aleph Unit of 

the Minneapolis League chapter is making slow but steady prog- 

ress. On March 12 it held its first mass meeting with Dr. David 

Rebelsky as chief speaker. Literature was sold and a number of 

members enrolled. The newly elected officers of the Aleph Unit 

are Mrs. A. N. Bearman, chairman, and Saadia Gelb, secretary- 

treasurer. Plans are under way for organizing a unit in St. Paul. 

In the formation of the Minneapolis unit, an important part was 

played by Dr. M. N. Levine, of the Department of Agriculture 

of the University of Minnesota. 

Ottawa.—With the assistance of L. Cheifetz, of Montreal, a 

new League chapter has been organized in Ottawa, of which 

Dr. M. Arnuni is the leader. 

San Francisco.—As reported previously, Sanford Goldner, 

chairman of the League chapter in Berkeley, Calif., took steps 

recently to form a chapter in San Francisco. His efforts, we are 

happy to state, have been successful. About 25 persons, mostly 

of the professional class, have been interested, and it is hoped 

to organize a number of groups, each limited to thirty members. 

The leader of the new San Francisco chapter is Mrs. F. Rodin. 

Los Angeles—-The Los Angeles chapter, leviathan among 

League chapters, continues its multifarious and fruitful activities. 

at Sarah, and Sarah, who sat opposite me, looking smilingly at 

me, 

All at once I grew faint. I felt that my heart was slipping 

from its place. Realizing that it was the work of those bewitching 

eyes, I closed mine. But—‘vain, alas! the endeavor.” Though my 

eyes were shut, I still beheld the smiling sorceress opposite me. 

And I surely would have lost my heart if I had not been rescued 

by the ringing of an alarm clock. Startled by the sudden sound, 

I opened my eyes and found myself, not in the Bronx, but home 

in bed. 

What a wild dream! 

Under its auspices, Hayim Greenberg, ace Labor Zionist orator, 

has lately been lecturing in Los Angeles, both in Yiddish and 

English. Reports of these lectures.are not available at this writing, 

but leave it to our Los Angeles workers to make a success of 

whatever they undertake. For Midas-like, whatever they touch 

turns to gold—gold for the Jewish pioneers and workers of 

Palestine. 

In this connection we wish to correct an error which inadvertent- 

ly crept into our last issue. The leaders of the Senior groups of 

the Los Angeles chapters are not Henry L. Poser and Mrs. Mollie 

Harvey, but Chas. Brown and Henri L. Poser. 

Camden, N. 7.—At the intiative of David Breslau, of the Gor- 

doniah Zionist Youth Organization, a new League chapter is being 

formed in Camden. Through the courtesy of Rabbi Nachman 

S. Arnoff, of Temple Beth-El, a meeting was held at the Temple 

Auditorium on March 15, at which the guest English speaker 

was Attorney Judah Wattenberg of New York, a member of the 

National Executive Committee of the League. A tenative execu- 

tive committee was elected, which consists of the following: Rabbi 

Arnoff, David Breslau, Milton Lewis, Esther Plotnick, and Miriam 

Plotnick. 

Gloversville, N. Y—A new chapter of the League has been 

formed in Gloversville, N. Y. Details are unavailable at this 

writing. 

Brooklyn.—The Brooklyn Chapter, consisting largely of high 

school and public school teachers, has lately displayed great 

activity and is growing by leaps and bounds. At a well-attended 

meeting held on Thursday evening, February 8, at the home of 

Miss Rose Stoloff, and at which El Galili, of the Palestine 

Labor Delegation, delivered a very instructive talk on what is 

being done in Palestine for the Jewish children from Germany, 

the following officers were elected: President—Harry A. Harrison, 

of the Thomas Jefferson High School ; Vice Presidents—Miss Anna 

Haussman, of the Bushwick High School, Samuel Rakowitz, of 

the Abraham Lincoln High School, and Barnet Cohen, of the 

Thomas Jefferson High School; Secretary—Benjamin Carlin, of 

Public School 50; Treasurer—Joseph Kutcher, of the Thomas 

Jefferson High School. 

On Sunday, March 11, the Brooklyn chapter held its first public 

meeting of the season. The meeting, which took place at the 

Brooklyn Jewish Center, was addressed by Dr. Hayim Fineman, of 

Temple University, who lectured on ‘Palestine as a Solution of 

the Jewish Question.” Following Dr. Fineman’s highly instructive 

lecture, three reels of the latest motion pictures of Palestine were 

shown and were followed with deep interest by the large audience. 

New York.—Not to be outdone by Brooklyn, the New York 

chapter held a general meeting of all League members at Hotel 

Pennsylvania on Sunday evening, March 18. A feature of the 

meeting was a symposium by three prominent League members 

on “What the League Means To Me.” Those who participated 

in the symposium were Rose Stoloff, J. Lapson, and Abraham 

Revoutzky. 

National Activities 

The first of the League Educational Letters, containing El 

Galili’s discussion of the Palestine immigration restrictions, evoked 

a great deal of praise from the chapters. They are eagerly looking 

forward to the second Education Letter. 

The chief development in the League has been the call issued 

by the National Executive Committee to all League chapters, as 

well as to a number of prominent individuals, summoning them 
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significant feature. The ceremony began as soon as we had eaten. 

There was no prolonged reading from a prayerbook which nobody 

understands ‘except perhaps the oldest member of the family, 

while the bored listeners meditate on the fish course rather than 

on the trials of Egypt. The smallest child undesrtood this Hebrew. 

The symbol had been replaced by reality. A little girl arose to ask 

the kashes, which the faithful Hannah translated. Here were no 

ancient rote queries about Egypt and the reason for the horse- 

radish. The questions of the child sprang rationally from her en- 

vironment. She asked simply, ‘““Why are some people poor and 

some people rich?” “Why do the Arabs live on hills and we in 

the valley?” “Why do high winds blow in the world?” The an- 

swers naturally were in the best proletarian tradition. They were 

given by one of the founders of the kvutzah, a classic figure in 

Palestine. “There is injustice in the world,” he said, “but we in 

Ain Harod strive to make a better world. Here there are no rich 

and poor. We are all equal.” The answers to the other questions 

were variants of the same desire to instill in the children a new 

conception of social and economic justice. 

There were recitations from Bialik and Palestinian songs. The 

historical character of Passover was explained to the children 
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by a reading from the Bible—selected sections from the story of 

Moses. One felt the force not of tradition, no matter how dear, 

but of a new life, conscious of the past but springing from it 

toward the creation of fresh forms allied to reality. 

When the children left for bed, the turn of the young folks 

came. The tables and benches were pushed aside and lusty boys 

and girls in their teens, or their twenties, began to dance. They 

danced the “hora” vigorously, joyously. The circles of the danc- 

ers expanded and contracted as people joined the dance or dropped 

out. They danced indefatigably, stamping the rhythm and singing 

a melody composed for this night’s hora. Occasionally a couple 

danced alone in a kind of peasant dance, but the great majority 

danced in one great round, the larger the circle, the merrier the 

dance. 

They were still dancing outside in the full moon, under the 

shadow of Mount Gilboa, when we went to sleep on the cots sur- 

rendered to us by various members of the kvutzah. Very late we 

heard a wagon-load of them gaily setting off to a neighboring 

kvutzah. They were going to dance the hora at every commune 

in the vicinity, because it was the seder night and they were at 

work—in Palestine. 

The Museum of Hearts 
(A Passover Fantasy) 

By MAXIMILIAN HURWITZ 

AM the best-natured and most obliging man on earth. Even 

my worst enemies admit that they have never known me to 

refuse the company of a pretty and clever girl—especially when 

she has no other company. This being known to and admitted by 

all, I should not mention it now were it not for the light it throws 

upon the following incident: 

On the seventh day of last Passover I was strolling in the 

streets of the Bronx, going whithersoever fancy led me, when 

suddenly I found myself in front of Sarah’s house. Being unfam- 

iliar with the house or even the neighborhood, I was about to pass 

on, when Sarah came up to me and in the most captivating 

manner asked me to step in, adding that she was all alone and 

felt rather lonesome. It was then that my obliging disposition 

asserted itself and made me accept the invitation at once. 

Nor would you, dear reader, have acted otherwise had you 

seen Sarah on that day. Her black eyes never glistened so brightly, 

her face was never so flushed, and her dress never so charmingly 

neat since she appeared in the role of Columbine in Edna St. 

Vincent Millay’s Aria da Capa. 

After we were seated, Sarah complained that she was unable 

to serve any refreshments as there was nothing but Matzoth in 

the house. 

“If the Jews in Egypt,” she remarked, “had only realized what 

misery their haste would inflict upon innumerable generations, 

they would have taken their time and allowed the bread to leaven. 

And who knows but that, had they acted less rashly, they might 

have decided to remain in Egypt after all?” 

“Why, Sarah, how you do talk!” I protested. “Is not liberty 

worth some sacrifice ?” 

“T should not complain,” answered Sarah, “if the sacrifice were 

reasonable. But where eternal suffering is the price of liberty, I 

should prefer bondage.” 

“But is not freedom the most precious thing in the world, and 

should not men‘strive for it always and at all costs?” 

“No,” replied Sarah, “not at all costs, and certainly not always. 

As a matter of fact, in the most vital of all matters—in love— 

men prefer bondage. I can prove it to you by quoting from 

Thomas Moore, the great poet of Irish freedom. Says Moore: 

* “No 

From bounds so sweet to sever: 

Poor Wisdom’s chance 

vain, alas! the endeavor 

Against a glance 

Is now as weak as ever.’ ” 

<i @& 

“It is easy for you to say so,” I retorted, “because you know 

who, in your case, would be the enslaver and who the enslaved.” 

Sarah graciously acknowledged the compliment. A long pause 

followed, during which her velvety eyes seemed to caress me. 

Finally she said: 

“Would you like to see the other rooms in our apartment?” 

“With pleasure,” I answered, ‘“‘as I take great interest in furni- 

ture and interior decorations.” 

We rose and looked over all the rooms but one. When we came 

to it, I noticed a small inscription on the door which read: 

“Museum of Hearts.” 

“Would you like to see this one, too?” asked Sarah. “There was 

an expression of infinite cunning in her eyes as she looked at me. 

I entered and was stunned by the view that confronted me. 

The spacious room was richly furnished and carpeted, while all 

over it were the most beautiful and exotic plants, which made the 

air heavy with their fragrance. From the ceiling two golden cages 

were suspended in which two canaries poured forth a flood of 

silver trills. And, behold! on the beautifully papered walls hung 

hearts—living, palpitating, human hearts that filled the air with 

lovers’ sights. 

“In the name of heaven!” I exclaimed, “where did all theses 

hearts come from?” 

“Oh, there is nothing remarkable about it,’ Sarah answered 

smilingly. “They are the hearts of certain young gentlemen who 

called .on me.” 

“Sarah,” I said after recovering from the shock, “I once heard 

you say that you were very fond of Lord Byron’s poem, Maid of 

Athens.” 

“That’s right, I am very fond of it, particularly of the opening 

lines: 

” 

‘Maid of Athens, ere we part 

Give, oh give me back my heart! 

Or, since that has left my breast, 

Keep it now, and take the rest!’ ” 

“Well,” I continued, “why did’nt you ‘take the rest’ ?” 

“For two reasons,” explained Sarah. “The first and most im- 

portant reason is that the heart, which is the seat of love, is the 

very essence of our being, the perfume of the flower as it were. 

The second reason is purely material: with rent and storage as 

high as they are in the Bronx, I could not afford to keep the 

Tes: 

After this novel explanation, we both sat silently, I looking 
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League Activities 
HE past two months have witnessed considerable activity 

among the League chapters. Meetings and lectures were held 

in all parts of the United States and in certain Canadian cities. 

The following is a brief summary of reports which have reached 

the National Office. If your chapter is not mentioned here, it is 

because we have received no report from it. 

Cincinnatii—On February 6 a dinner was tendered to Goldie 

Meyerson which was attended by 150 persons. Mrs. Meyesron 

was in her best form and spoke inspiringly on the ideals and 

accomplishments of the Histadruth. In the meantime the small 

study circles, which are a distinctive feature of the Cincinnati 

chapter, kept up their highly effective educational work. Today 

Cincinnati boasts 78 League members, representing the finest 

elements of the Jewish community. 

Cleveland.—Under the auspices of the Professional Group 

of the League, a large meeting was held on February 13, at which 

the principal speaker was Rabbi Barnett R. Brickner, of the 

Euclid Avenue Temple, who spoke on “Zionism-Socialism, a Syn- 

thesis.” The Professional Group is now conducting a drive for 

the collection of membership dues. 

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City chapter, though one of 

the youngest, is one of the most active. On March 6, a cultural 

meeting was held, at which the League Educational Letter was 

read by Saul Kleinman, following which there was a lively dis- 

cussion of the problems touched upon in the letter. A cafeteria 

supper and dance was held on March 18. The membership is 

growing steadily. 

St. Louis——After a period of quiescence, the St. Louis chapter 

has been reorganized and is now active again. The new officers 

are Mrs. Fanny Atlas, chairman; T. E. Silberman, treasurer, and 

Charles Kraizer, secretary. 

Detroit.—A large banquet was held by the Detroit chapter on 

February 24, with Rabbi Samuel Wohl, of Cincinnati, as the 

principal speaker. About 500 persons attended the meeting. 

Minneapolis——The recently organized League Aleph Unit of 

the Minneapolis League chapter is making slow but steady prog- 

ress. On March 12 it held its first mass meeting with Dr. David 

Rebelsky as chief speaker. Literature was sold and a number of 

members enrolled. The newly elected officers of the Aleph Unit 

are Mrs. A. N. Bearman, chairman, and Saadia Gelb, secretary- 

treasurer. Plans are under way for organizing a unit in St. Paul. 

In the formation of the Minneapolis unit, an important part was 

played by Dr. M. N. Levine, of the Department of Agriculture 

of the University of Minnesota. 

Ottawa.—With the assistance of L. Cheifetz, of Montreal, a 

new League chapter has been organized in Ottawa, of which 

Dr. M. Arnuni is the leader. 

San Francisco._As_ reported previously, Sanford Goldner, 

chairman of the League chapter in Berkeley, Calif., took steps 

recently to form a chapter in San Francisco. His efforts, we are 

happy to state, have been successful. About 25 persons, mostly 

of the professional class, have been interested, and it is hoped 

to organize a number of groups, each limited to thirty members. 

The leader of the new San Francisco chapter is Mrs. F. Rodin. 

Los Angeles—-The Los Angeles chapter, leviathan among 

League chapters, continues its multifarious and fruitful activities. 

at Sarah, and Sarah, who sat opposite me, looking smilingly at 

me. 

All at once I grew faint. I felt that my heart was slipping 

from its place. Realizing that it was the work of those bewitching 

eyes, I closed mine. But—‘‘vain, alas! the endeavor.” Though my 

eyes were shut, I still beheld the smiling sorceress opposite me. 

And I surely would have lost my heart if I had not been rescued 

by the ringing of an alarm clock. Startled by the sudden sound, 

I opened my eyes and found myself, not in the Bronx, but home 

in bed. 

What a wild dream! 

Under its auspices, Hayim Greenberg, ace Labor Zionist orator, 

has lately been lecturing in Los Angeles, both in Yiddish and 

English. Reports of these lectures.are not available at this writing, 

but leave it to our Los Angeles workers to make a success of 

whatever they undertake. For Midas-like, whatever they touch 

turns to gold—gold for the Jewish pioneers and workers of 

Palestine. 

In this connection we wish to correct an error which inadvertent- 

ly crept into our last issue. The leaders of the Senior groups of 

the Los Angeles chapters are not Henry L. Poser and Mrs. Mollie 

Harvey, but Chas. Brown and Henri L. Poser. 

Camden, N. 7.—At the intiative of David Breslau, of the Gor- 

doniah Zionist Youth Organization, a new League chapter is being 

formed in Camden. Through the courtesy of Rabbi Nachman 

S. Arnoff, of Temple Beth-El, a meeting was held at the Temple 

Auditorium on March 15, at which the guest English speaker 

was Attorney Judah Wattenberg of New York, a member of the 

National Executive Committee of the League. A tenative execu- 

tive committee was elected, which consists of the following: Rabbi 

Arnoff, David Breslau, Milton Lewis, Esther Plotnick, and Miriam 

Plotnick. 

Gloversville, N. Y—A new chapter of the League has been 

formed in Gloversville, N. Y. Details are unavailable at this 

writing. 

Brooklyn.—The Brooklyn Chapter, consisting largely of high 

school and public school teachers, has lately displayed great 

activity and is growing by leaps and bounds. At a well-attended 

meeting held on Thursday evening, February 8, at the home of 

Miss Rose Stoloff, and at which El Galili, of the Palestine 

Labor Delegation, delivered a very instructive talk on what is 

being done in Palestine for the Jewish children from Germany, 

the following officers were elected: President—Harry A. Harrison, 

of the Thomas Jefferson High School ; Vice Presidents—Miss Anna 

Haussman, of the Bushwick High School, Samuel Rakowitz, of 

the Abraham Lincoln High School, and Barnet Cohen, of the 

Thomas Jefferson High School; Secretary—Benjamin Carlin, of 

Public School 50; Treasurer—Joseph Kutcher, of the Thomas 

Jefferson High School. 

On Sunday, March 11, the Brooklyn chapter held its first public 

meeting of the season. The meeting, which took place at the 

Brooklyn Jewish Center, was addressed by Dr. Hayim Fineman, of 

Temple University, who lectured on “Palestine as a Solution of 

the Jewish Question.” Following Dr. Fineman’s highly instructive 

lecture, three reels of the latest motion pictures of Palestine were 

shown and were followed with deep interest by the large audience. 

New York—Not to be outdone by Brooklyn, the New York 

chapter held a general meeting of all League members at Hotel 

Pennsylvania on Sunday evening, March 18. A feature of the 

meeting was a symposium by three prominent League members 

on “What the League Means To Me.” Those who participated 

in the symposium were Rose Stoloff, J. Lapson, and Abraham 

Revoutzky. 

National Activities 

The first of the League Educational Letters, containing El 

Galili’s discussion of the Palestine immigration restrictions, evoked 

a great deal of praise from the chapters. They are eagerly looking 

forward to the second Education Letter. 

The chief development in the League has been the call issued 

by the National Executive Committee to all League chapters, as 

well as to a number of prominent individuals, summoning them 
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to participate in the first national conference of the League 

which will be held in New York City on Saturday night and all 

day Sunday, April 7 and 8. The conference will be in the nature 

of a round-table discussion, at which all problems confronting 

the League will be threshed out. Among those who will attend 

and address the conference are Joseph Sprinzak and Golde Meyer- 

son, of the Palestine Labor Delegation. The chapters are urged 

to elect their representatives to the conference without delay and 

to send us the names of their delegates at the earliest possible. 

@ 

YAKHIN NEWS 

Planting will soon begin on part of the land which Yakhin pur- 

chased some months ago in the Raanana district, in the vicinity 

of Ganei Hadar. 

Among those who bought parcels of land are many Palestinians 

and Americans. 

Members and friends are urged to buy parcels without delay, 

in order not to miss a good opportunity to settle on land in 

Palestine. 

GENUINE OLD PALESTINE WINE 
MDB? “wd 

“Carmel Original” is the oldest Palestine wine— 

made in Palestine by Jewish Organized Labor en- 

tirely from the planting of the vine until the | 

finished product. 

| In these priceless wines you will find the rare | 

Petach-Tikva | fragrance of the world famous 

vineyards. 

ERETZ ISRAEL WINE CORP. 
142 East Broadway New York 

This advertisement is not intended to apply in States where 
the sale or advertising of liquor is unlawful. 

LOU G. SIEGEL, Inc. 

CATERERS 

209 West 38th Street New York City 

FRIEDMAN’S 
MATZOTHS 

Philadelphia New York 
Passover Specials Palestine, Mizrach, Carmel 

LABOR PALESTINE 

EGG MATZOS 

ROUND TEA MATZOS 

SQUARE MATZOS 

MATZO MEAL 
MDB? “wD 

Made under the supervision of 

RABBI MENDEL CHODOROW 

and RABBI M. H. RABINOWITZ 

A. GOODMAN & SON, Ine. 
640 East 17th Street New York 

TRUFOOD AND VEGETARIAN 

RESTURANT 

SAZAR and TOFILOVSKY 

158 West 44th Street New York City 

THE CENTRAL PLAZA 

A FIRST CLASS ESTABLISHMENT 

FOR ALL SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 

111 Second Avenue New York City 

PALESTINE IMPORTING CO. 
CARMEL DELIVERED TO THE HOME 

Wholesale and Retail 

New York City 
STuyvesant 9-0492 

Price List Upon Request 

32 Union Square 
Room 1107 

HOROWITZ 
RETAIL LIQUOR 

Sacramental, Domestic Wines, Brandies 
Imported Slivovitz 

320 Grand Street New York City 
DRy Dock 4—7999-4959 
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| 
SHEVUOTH CRUISE | 

Direct To Palestine 

M. V. VULCANIA 
Pride of the Fewish Traveler to Eretz-Israel (Palestine) 

Sailing Friday Noon, April 20th, 1934 
Vv 

A most fascinating Voyage around the Mediterranean, 

visiting Gibraltar, Majorca Island, French Riviera, Naples 
and Pompei, Palermo—-Sicily Island, Pireaus and Athens 

and Beyrouth—Syria. 

Opportunity to be present at Haifa at the MAASER 
procession staged by the JEWISH FARMERS of the 
Emek and Gallilee. 

Vv 

Kosher Kitchen Maintained 
Under Rabbi’s Supervision 

Vv 

Send for literature. 

ROSEN PALESTINE-ORIENTAL TOURS | 
122 Fifth Avenue (at 18th Street) 

New York City 

Phone: CHelsea- 3-0651 

When You Purchase 

| CARMEL WINE | 

| be sure that the word CARMEL 

| is on the label. 
(and not the bottle only) 

Carmel Wine is bottled in the cellars founded by Baron de 
Rothschild in Palestine. | 

The genuine Carmel Wine can be bought from the only 
Rishon le Zion Agency, in the United States, where you 
can also purchase the finest Carmel Cognac, Imported 
Shlivovitz, and excellent Rishon liquors. 

| We guarantee our products. 

Order immediately and have 

the best for your SADER. 

Our address is: 

RISHON le ZION AGENCY, Inc. 
12-14 West 27th Street New York City | 

This advertisement is not intended to apply in States where 

the sale or advertising of liquor is unlawful. 

TUESDAY, MARCH 20th 

We Wish to Announce the Opening 
of 

HIRSCH’S 
"ws 

DELICATESSEN and DESTAURANT 

at 202 West 35th Street 

Under Rabbinical Supervision of RABBI M. Z. HIRSCH 

and RABBI H. J. HIRSCH 

Branch of 

208 DELANCEY STREET 
DRydock 4-0937 

NEW YORK CITY 
CHickering 4-8419 

CLARK & BRODY 
Well Knewn 

CAKE and PASTRY BAKERS 

Acknowledged by 

THE ORTHODOX RABBINATE 

offer 

An Exclusive Variety of 

PASSOVER CAKES 
595 Amsterdam Ave.., New York City 

Tel. SChuyler 4-6110 

GOLDEN GATE 
Wine and Liquor Corp. 

A FINE SELECTION OF DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED 

CERTIFIED WINES FOR PASSOVER 
KOSHE 

Brandies .. .. ... Slivovitz 

Our Prices Are Very Reasonable—Friedly, Courteous Service 

DAVID HERMAN, Pres. 

2242 BROADWAY 
Between 80th and 8lIst Sts. 

FREE AUTO DELIVERY 
Phone SUsquehanna 7-3231 

PARAMOUNT CATERERS 
New York’s Leading Kosher Caterers 

For Weddings, Banquets and All Occasions 

Beautiful Wedding Ceremonies 

8 

601 West 183rd Street New York City 

Tel. WAshington Heights 7-3781 

Management WEINSTOCK & ZISKIN 
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Ask for and Insist On Getting 

HOROWITZ MARGARETEN 

MATZOH §S 

“The Matzoh With the Taste’’ 

Vv 

In Jewish Homes for Half of a Century 

Absolutely Pure and 

| 
| . 

| 
| 
| Kosher for Passover 
| = 

| ALSO GET OTHER 
PASSOVER PRODUCTS 

Egg Matzohs, Egg Noodles (fine 
and wide), Egg Barley, Egg 
Flakes, Matzoh Meal, Cake Meal, 

} 

EXCURSION TO PALESTINE 

Via Poland and Roumania 

ON THE POPULAR STEAMER 

““KOSCIUSKO”’ 

Leaving New York June 19, 1934 

Under personal leadership of Mr. H. Arial, Assistant 

Secretary of the National Labor Committee and League 

for Labor Palestine, and member of the Poale Zion- 

Zeire Zion Party. 

Kosher Kitchen — Comfortable 

Accommodations 

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS IMMEDIATELY Potato Starch, Farfel, Hygienic 

Matzohs, Hygienic Matzoh Meal, 

Whole Wheat Matzohs, Baby 
Food, Coffee, Tea, and Spices. 

For Information and Tickets apply to your local agent, 

or to the 

GDYNIA AMERICA LINE 

89 Broad Street New York, N. Y. 

Horowitz-Margareten 
369 East 4th St., N. Y. 

Mizrach Wine Co.., Inc. 
| Importers of 

Famous Mizrach Carmel Wines 
Announce A Complete Assortment of Imported 
and Domestic Wines, Cognacs and Brandies 

For The Approaching Holidays. 

f' vwveyv 

MIZRACH WINE CO., Inc. 

OLDEST IMPORTERS OF PALESTINE WINE 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

317 Grand Street New York City 

Telephone: DRy Dock 4-0033 | 

| 

This advertisement is not intended to apply in States where the sale or advertising of liquor is unlawful. 
| 
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